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The Agriculture Committee was given a total of $26 billion to spend on
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COVID relief for nutrition assistance and agriculture and rural programs.
Half of that funding, $13 billion, was provided to the House Agriculture and
the House Education & Labor Committees to provide nutrition assistance.
The other $13 billion went to agricultural assistance and programs. Of that
$13 billion, $300 million was provided to the Commerce Department to
operate a program to assist the fisheries industry.

Click to Open Full PDF
While awaiting final text/vote timing, wanted to share what Ranking Member
Stabenow put out on the ag provisions:
Increases in SNAP Benefits for Millions of Americans Facing Hunger
Provides a 15% increase in SNAP benefits for 6 months (through June 30,
2021) for all SNAP participants.
Excludes unemployment compensation from being counted as income for
the purposes of calculating SNAP benefits and eligibility.
Provides college students access to SNAP by waiving requirements that
apply only to students and giving them access to SNAP similar to impacted
workers with reduced work hours due to COVID.
Provides $5 million to add additional retailers to online SNAP, including for
farmers markets and direct to consumer sales.
Provides $100 million for SNAP state administrative expenses
Provides $614 million for nutrition grants to the Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, and American Samoa.
Supporting Food Banks and Seniors
Provides $400 million for food banks through the Emergency Food
Assistance Program (TEFAP) with up to 20 percent for distribution of
commodities.
Provides $13 million for the Commodity Supplemental Food
Program (CSFP) with up to 20 percent for State administrative expenses.
Provides $175 million for nutrition services for seniors under the Older
Americans Act, such as Meals on Wheels
Expands food access for children
Includes improvement to Pandemic EBT (P-EBT) that will expand access to
food benefits for children by allowing all children under age 6 to be deemed
“enrolled” in child care, so they will be eligible for P-EBT benefit. The bill also
clarifies what constitutes a “closure” making it easier to reach school-aged
children with P-EBT assistance when schools are shifting between in-person,
virtual and hybrid schooling.
Includes emergency funds for schools and daycares that are facing
increased costs and reduced participation due to COVID. Because funding for
schools and daycares are tied directly to participation, many are facing budget
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shortfalls, putting in jeopardy their ability to continue to offer meals to children.
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The bill would provide funding to ensure these critical feeding programs may
continue.
WIC Online Taskforce
Establishes a taskforce to test new technology in WIC to help with online,
deliveries, self-checkout and other measures.
Farmers and Ranchers
Provides an estimated $5 billion for supplemental $20 per acre payments to
all row crop producers.
Provides an estimated $225 million for supplemental payments to producers
of specialty crops if they lost their crop in 2019.
Provides up to $3 billion for supplemental payments to cattle producers,
contract growers of livestock and poultry, dairy farmers, and producers who
were forced to euthanize livestock or poultry due to COVID crisis.
Food Purchases, Worker Protection, and Food Supply Chain
Supports food purchases, donations, and worker protection by
including no less than $1.5 billion to fund purchases of food for distribution to
those in need, and to provide worker protection measures, and retooling
support for farmers, farmers markets, and food processors to respond to
COVID-19. Includes a mandatory review of USDA food purchasing and
distribution.
Supports dairy product donations by providing $400 million for a Dairy
Product Donation Program, modeled after the 2018 Farm Bill pilot milk
donation program, to facilitate the donation of dairy products and minimize
food waste.
Supports small meat and poultry processing by providing $60 million in
grants to small meat and poultry processors to make improvements necessary
to expand their markets by meeting federal food safety inspection standards.
Grants may be used for modernizing or expanding facilities, modernizing
equipment, and implementing other processes to ensure food safety.
Diversity of Agriculture
Supports fruit and vegetable producers by including $100 million for
Specialty Crop Block Grants (SCBG) to support specialty crops and enhance
their resiliency and ability to respond to COVID-19 through investments in
marketing of crops, increasing training, and investing in research, among other
uses.
Supports local agriculture and farmers markets by including $100
million for the Local Agriculture Market Program (LAMP) and provides
additional flexibilities to help producers, local food businesses, and farmers
markets respond to supply chain issues and adapt to local market conditions
due to COVID-19.
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Supports underserved farmers and ranchers by including $75 million for
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the Farming Opportunities Training Outreach (FOTO) program and provides
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additional flexibilities to support minority, tribal, veteran, and beginning famers
access to USDA disaster programs and help adapt their farm businesses to
respond to COVID-19.
Supports healthy food purchases by including $75 million for the Gus
Schumacher Nutrition Incentive Program (GusNIP) and provides additional
flexibilities to directly respond to COVID-19 by incentivizing purchases of fruits
and vegetables by SNAP participants which supports farmers and retailers and
stimulates local economies.
Supports farmers’ mental health by including $28 million in state block
grants to support farmer and rancher stress management due to COVID-19.

From Peanut Market News 2020
A Peanut Hotline Service of The Spearman Agency, Tyron Spearman,
Editor
Dated 12.23.2020
PEANUT MARKET NEWS AROUND THE WORLD
ARGENTINA - ARGENTINA 2020 peanut crop availability dwindling fast. The
accentuation of the EXTENTION OF THE DROUGHT PERIOD that began to
be manifested since last April and that has not ended according to the rains
registered so far, it begins to generate a state of concern because the cultivars
are about to enter to the period where the potential yields begin to be defined.
CHINA - China continues to put pressure on the international markets and is
disrupting the freight market. Chinese companies are continuing to buy peanut
oil from around the world. FREIGHT RATERS FROM CHINA HAVE
INCREASED DRAMATICALLY WITH SOME FREIGHT DOUBLING. This fact
has led to many issues of container availability throughout the world with many
empty containers being shipped to China for shipping lines to take advantage of
the higher rates. All the Origins have for sure seen issues with container
availability which makes one wonder if rates on peanuts will increase in the
future. PEANUT OIL IS RIDING THE WAVE OF THE HIGH DEMAND & HIGH
PRICES that is currently happening on vegetable oils.
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U.S. exports to the EU accounted for roughly 27 percent ofTranslate
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total peanut exports, about equal to the export share to MEXICO and CANADA
and worth around $160 million. Shipments are down to 11%. Most analyst
believe that the 2020 crop is at max 3.1 to 3.15 million FSST. Despite the crop
being of excellent quality, the last 10 to 15% of the Southeast crop has shown
signs of problems with aflatoxin.
The U.S peanut market has strengthened slightly the past month with the
expectations of the crop getting lower. As much as 50 cents was the low of the
market a month ago, this Price has FIRMED UP by about a couple cents with
prices varying between shellers between 52 and 55 cents. US domestic
consumption that U.S. reliable sources estimate will grow 4%. It is estimated
100,000 FSST going to China which is very conservative. That number could
easily be twice as much, if not higher.

From Peanut Market News 2020
A Peanut Hotline Service of The Spearman Agency, Tyron Spearman,
Editor
Dated 12.17.2020
U.S. PEANUT EXPORTS DOUBLE IN 10 YEARS
U.S. peanut exports have doubled in the last 10 years
with 2020 likely to be a record for export volume.
The U.S. industry has shifted in the past ten years from exporting between 1020% of the crop to the current average of 25- 30% of peanuts exported. In
2019, the most recent full year of statistics, the U.S. industry exported 28% of
all peanuts produced in some form or another, according to Stephanie
Grunenfelder , Senior Vice President American Peanut Council.
More high value products are being exported in the past 10 years also. An
important example is peanut butter. In 2010, peanut butter exports were 28,645
metric tons. In 2019, 41,000 MT were shipped. This number may be down in
2020, but it is likely due to limited supply, not limited demand.
This effort involved the whole supply chain – farmers who increased yields,
shellers who expanded capacity, and countless others from salespeople to tote
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bag suppliers.
The industry also successfully leveraged USDA export
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promotion funds to promote peanut exports through APC activities. The peanut
industry should be proud of the progress it has made to become a major
exporter.
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